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Date:   April 22, 2018 

To:   Minnesota Swimming House of Delegates 

From:  Sandra Hibbard 

RE:  Communications Marketing Report to 2018 MN House of Delegates 

The past year marks the third season of having the Communications/Marketing role.  

As my “day” job has become more demanding, my time spent working with MSI has been 
reduced. As a result, I’ve worked with Bob Crunstedt and the staff to prioritize my 

communications and support where they prove to be most effective for MSI.    

 Stories. After the Olympics push of 2016, writing stories for the website has been 

reduced, while leveraging commentary and photos on Facebook has increased. Facebook 

continues to be the most transparent and sustainable conduit to share LSC celebratory 
stories, and should continue to be leveraged in particular to support Competitive 

Excellent (CE) efforts. It is important to note that stories about athletes and competition 
success receive the most attention and interaction; these are the stories that will 

support CE and illustrate the health and viability of the LSC.  

 Athlete communications. It was previously decided to let the athletes manage their 

own social media communications. When they have reached out—for example, Ellie 
Thompson in maintaining reposts on Facebook or Megan Burrows in publicizing 

community donation efforts—I have supported for web postings and guidance on 

Facebook/Twitter posts.   

 Club and staff resources and communications. With assistance from Bob, Sheryl, 

Cassy and further input from Michael Bougie, the Meet Director’s Manual was updated 
and published on the website for use by clubs. I’ve kept the athlete top 10 and 20 lists 

updated. And, I’ve also continued to assist with revising forms and documents, as well 
as providing backup on website changes when the Webmaster was on vacation or (more 

recently) in transition, supporting meet bids, and providing input to critical 
communications.  

With changes within the LSC and in particular solicitation of more input from members on 

priorities and the Competitive Excellence initiative, this role may continue to evolve. I hope 
that the CE initiative and the promotional campaign supporting it will fill in some of the gaps 

to being able to tell the stories that showcase the LSC. I look forward to providing my 
support to this initiative and to continuing to increate communications within the MSI to a 

greater community audience.    


